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7. On Measurable Functions. I

By Masahiro TAKAHASHI
Institute of Math.ematics, College of General Education, Osaka University

(Comm. by Kinjir.6 KUNU(I, M. Z. .., Jan. 12, 1973)

1. Introduction. An integral structure / was defined and an
integral a with respect to F was discussed in the author [3]. Let
A=(M, G,K,J)be an integral system and a measurable ring of A.
Then the fundamental integral structure F-(A g, , ) is determined
by A and . Theorem 1 in [3] states that there exists a unique integral

with respect to F provided that J is Hausdorff and complete. The set
of all integrands is the integral closure of K in the total functional

group of A with respect to the abstract integral structure (, , J).
In this part of the paper, we shall define the measurability of a

function f e and state some properties of measurable functions.
Some relations between the set ( of all measurable functions and the
set of all integrands will be discussed in Part II.

2. Measurable functions. Assumption 2.1. M is a set and
is a ring of subsets of M.

A map f of M into a topological space K is measurable if f-l(O)
gl X e for any open set 0 in K and for any X e

Proposition 2.1. Let N be a set and a set of subsets of N.
Let f be a map of M into N such that f-(Y) X e for any Y e and
X e . Then we have

1) f-(Y)X e for any element Y of the ring generated by
and for any X e .

2) Assume that is a pseudo-a-ring. Then f-(Y)X e for
any element Y of the a-ring generated by and for any X

Proof. Putting =(YI YeN, f-(Y)X e for any X e q}, we
have. For Y, Z e and for any X e , it holds that f-(Y--Z)
N X--(f-(Y)-f-I(Z)) X-- (f-(Y) X)--(f-I(Z) X) e and hence
Y--Ze. Analogously, YUZefor any Y, Ze. Since eel, it
follows that is a ring containing . Hence contains the ring
generated by and thus 1) is proved. If is a pseudo-a-ring, we

have

__
Y e , for Y e , i-l, 2,..., and this implies that is a

a-ring containing . Thus 2) is proved.
Corollary 1. Let K be a topological space and suppose that a map

f of M into K is measurable. Let o and be the ring and the a-ring,

respectively, generated by the set of all open sets in K. Then we have
1) f-(Y)X e for any Y e o and X
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2) If is a pseudo-a-ring, f-:(Y) X e for any Y e : andX e
Corollary 2. Let K be a topological space and f a measurable

map of M into K. Let K’ be a topological space and g a map of K into
K’. Then a sufficient condition for the composite map gof to be
measurable is that one of the following conditions is satisfied"

1) For any open set 0 in K’,g-:(O) is an element of the ring
generated by the set of all open sets in K.

2) is a pseudo-a-ring. For any open set 0 in K’, g-:(O) is an
element of the a-ring generated by the set of all open sets in K.

3) g is continuous.

Proof. Let us prove that 1) and 2) are sufficient. Let O be an
open set in K’ and X an element of . Then it suffices to show that
(g f)-(O)OX e . This ollows rom Corollary 1 and the act that
(gof)-(O)--f-:(g-(O)). The sufficiency o 3) ollows immediately
rom that of i).

To prove Theorem 2.1 below, we shall use the ollowing topological
lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let D be a completely separable topological space.
Then any open base ( of D contains a countable open base of D.

Proof. Let g)’--{Oli--l,2,...} be a countable open base o D.
Put L-{(/,m) lOcOcO or some 0 e g)} and let O be a fixed
element o (C) such that OtOO for each (l,m)e L. Then
{O I(1, m) e L} is a countable open base of D contained in g). In act,

or any open set Q and or any p e Q, we have an element O of
such that p e0Q. Further we have an element 0 of g) such that
p e 00. For an element O o (C)’ such that p e OttO, we have
(1, m) e L and p e 0 Q.

Assumption 2.2. is a pseudo-a-ring.

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a topological space and f a measurable
map of M into K for each i e I, where I is a finite set {1, 2, ., n) or a
countable set {1, 2, ., n, }. Let K-- ]-Ie K be the product space

of K, i e I, with the strong (or weak) topology. Let us define a map f
of M into K by f(x)-(f(x), f2(x), ...) for each x e M. Then a sufficient
condition for f to be measurable is that for each X e the subspace
f(X) of K is completely separable.

Proof. Let 0 be an open set in K and X an element o . Then
it suffices to show that f-(O)OXe. Put D--f(X). Since

{D I-[eOl 0 is an open set in K (and, i K has the weak topology,

O--K excep finite i’s)} forms an open base o D and since D is com-
pletely separable, Lemma 2.1 implies that D has an open base of the
form {D 01]- 1, 2, }, where 0-- I-[ ez O with 0. an open set in K
or each i and ]. The measurability of f implies f;(O) X e 5. Since
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-13 is a pseudo-a-ring, we have Y-(e+/- fl(O))X--ez (f (0)
gX) e3 or each ]. Put L--(IIDVOO} and Y--eY. Then
YX implies Y e . Hence it suffices to verify that f-(O)X-Y.

-1Suppose that y e Y. Then we have y e Y-(e f, (0,))Xor some
e L. This implies that y e X and f,(y) e O for each i e I and hence

f(y)--(f(y), f(y), .) e D 0O. Thus it ollows that y e f-(O) X.
Conversely suppose that y e f-(O)X. Since f(y)eD 0 and O is
open, we have ] such that f(y)eD00. Then it holds that 2" e L
and (f(y), f(y), ...)--f(y) e O- lz 0. This implies that y e

fT(O}) and hence y e X implies that y e Y. Since ] e L we have
y e LJe Yt-Y. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1. Let K be a topological space and f, a measurable
map of M into K for each i--1,2,...,n. Let D be a completely
separable subspace of [I,% K and a continuous map of D into a
topological space K. Suppose that (f(x), ..., f(x)) e D for each x e M
and define a map f of M into K by f(x)--(fl(x),.. ",fn(X)) for each
x e M. Then the map f is measurable.

Proof. Define a map g o M into D by g(x)-(f(x), ..., f(x)) for
each x e M. Then Theorem 2.1 implies that g is measurable. Since
f-o g, this corollary follows from Corollary 2 to Proposition 2.1.

Corollary 2. Let K be a topological additive group and assume
that K is completely separable. Then the set of all measurable maps
of M into K is a subgroup of the additive group of all maps of M into K.

Proof. Define a map o D--KK into K by (u,v)--u--v.
Then is continuous. Since K is completely separable, so is D--K K.
Now let f and g be measurable maps o M into K. Then the map f--g
is the map h defined by h(x)-(f(x), g(x)) for each x e M. Thus the
measurability o h-f--g ollows from Corollary 1. Hence our corol-
lary is proved.

The ollowing topological lemma will be used to prove Theorem 2.2
below.

Lemma 2.2. Let f and f, i-- 1, 2, ., be maps of M into a topolo-
gical space K and suppose that f converges pointwise to f. Then, for
any subset E of K and for S(E)-J=I (=nfj(E), it holds that
f-I(,)S(E)f-(E).

Proof. For x e f-(), we have f(x) e and hence there exists
an n such that f(x) e E or any i>=n. This implies x e S(E). Now
suppose that y e S(E). Then it suffices to show that V E:/= or any
neighbourhood V o f(y). Since f(y) converges to f(y), we have an n
such that f(y) e V or any i>__n. Further y e S(E) implies the exis-
tence of an n such that f(y)e E or any i>=n. For n--max (n, n) it

1) E and E mean the interior and the closure, respectively, of E in K.
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follows that f(y) e V E and thus the lemma is proved.
Theorem 2.2. Let K be a uniform space and suppose that K has

a countable base for uniformity. 1) Let f, i- 1, 2, ., be measurable
maps of M into K and suppose that f converges pointwise to a map f
of M into K. Then f is measurable.

Proof. Let 0 be an open set in K and X an element of . Then
it suffices to prove that f-(O)Xe. Let (Ulk-l,2,...} be a
countable base for uniformity of K. We may assume that U/U
--U; for each k. Putting O-(teooU(t)) we have open sets
O,k-l, 2,..., in K. Let us prove 1) 00/ or each k and 2)

0--=0. 1) is proved as follows. For any xe O there exists
y e U+(x) 0. Suppose that x e 0+. Since x O+l--_Jteoc U+l(t)
we have to e 0 and z e U+l(x) U+(to). Hence y e U+(x)c U+(z)
cU+(t,o)CU(to)Ceoo U(t)cO and this is a contradiction. Thus
we have x e 0+ or any x e 0. Letus prove 2). ODUeo U(t)DO
implies that Oc0 or each . Let us show that x e=O or any

x e O. There exists k such that U(x)0 and it suffices to show that
x e 0+. Otherwise we have x e LJeoo U+(t) and hence there exist

tl e 0 and y e U+(x) U+(t). This implies t e U+(y)c U+(x)
c U(x)cO, which is a contradiction. Thus 1) and 2) are proved.
Now put S-L)-_( f;(O) or each k. Then Lemma 2.2 implies
that f-(O)cScf-(O)or any k. Thus it follows that f-(O)
=f-’(iJ=, 0) I,..J’=, f-’(O) c IJ= S c U’=, f-’(O) f-’(U=, 0)
=f-(J=lO)=f-l(O). Hence we have f-I(O)X-(U=IS)X
==, (SX). Since SX-(Jg=g=f7(O))X-7=(7=
(fT*(O) X), since the measurability of f, implies f7(O) X e , and
since q is a pseudo-a-ring, we have f-(O) X-;==7= (f;(O)
X)e q. Thus the theorem is proved.
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1) A base for uniformity is a non-empty set cU of subsets of KK subject

to the condition: for each U,VecU there exists Weft] such that AcW2UNV-L
Here --{(x,x)lxeK},Tn={(Xo,Xn)l(x-,x)e T,i-l,2,...,n} for TKxK and for
a positive integer n, and T---{(y,x)l(x,y)eT} for TKK. For eachxeK, the
set {tl(t,x)eU} is denoted by U(x)for UcKK and the set {U(x)IUeU} forms
a base of the system of neighbourhoods of x in the (underlying) topological

space K.


